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Extending Lowen’s notion of strong fuzzy compactness to an arbitrary fuzzy set
the notion of a starplus-compact fuzzy set is introduced. It is shown that the
category of starplus-compact fuzzy topological spaces is productive, and that
starplus-compactness is a good extension of the notion of compactness. It is shown
that the class of starplus-compact fuzzy sets is pseudo closed hereditary and
invariant under fuzzy continuous maps. Moreover, the notion of starplus-compact
open fuzzy topology on a function space is introduced and its interrelations with
the fuzzy topology of pointwise convergence and the fuzzy topology of joint fuzzy
continuity are studied. It is shown that a fuzzy topology on a function space which
is jointly fuzzy continuous on starplus-compacta is finer than the starplus-compact
open fuzzy topology. Sufficient conditions on function spaces are obtained for the
starplus-compact open fuzzy topology and the fuzzy topology of joint fuzzy continu-
ity on starplus-compacta to coincide.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The concept of a function space evolved around the turn of the century
and plays a prominent role in analysis, topology, differential geometry, and
many other branches of mathematics. A function space is a set of functions
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of similar type in a certain sense, equipped with additional structure:
algebraic, topological, uniform, or metric. In many geometric, topological,
and topologico-analytic situations, for example, closures under different
limit processes, or a search of an exact solution of a differential equation
as a limit of an approximate solution, necessitates the presence of a
suitable topology on a given function space. Moreover, many problems of
mathematical physics may be ill posed in a function space with a certain
topologymetric and well posed with an appropriate topologymetric. The
study of topologies on function spaces is an active area of research and
besides their multifaceted applications forms a well-established and sound
body of knowledge.
 The theory of fuzzy sets propounded by Zadeh 17 provides a precise
natural framework for mathematical modelling of those real world situa-
tions that are coupled with vagueness andor uncertainty due to non-prob-
abilistic reasons. Hence the study of useful fuzzy topologies on function
spaces, besides their intrinsic interest, is important from an applications
 viewpoint. The first effort in this direction was made by Peng 14 , who
defined pointwise convergent topology and a version of compact open
topology on a family of functions from a fuzzy topological space to
 another. Subsequently, Alderton 1 studied the problem from a categorical
viewpoint and utilized the well developed theory of cartesian closedness of
monotopological categories to function spaces. In a recently published
 paper 7 , we defined three different fuzzy topologies on function spaces,
which are analogues of the topology of pointwise convergence, compact
open topology, and the topology of joint continuity in general topology.
However, the full force of compact open topology in a fuzzy function space
 remained unrealized in 1, 7, 14 . In this paper, we rectify this shortcoming
with the aid of a representation theorem for fuzzy sets due to Negoita and
  Ž  .Ralescu 12 for other applications of representation theorem see 13, 15 .
 In the spirit of the representation theorem 12 , first we introduce a notion
of compactness in fuzzy topological spaces, called starplus-compactness. It
turns out that the notion of starplus-compactness is more suitable for the
study of fuzzy function spaces than the existing notions of fuzzy compact-
 ness in the literature 25, 9, 11 . Moreover, it extends the notion of strong
 fuzzy compactness due to Lowen 11 to an arbitrary fuzzy set.
Section 2 is devoted to preliminaries. In Section 3, we introduce the
notion of a starplus-compact fuzzy set and study the basic properties of
starplus-compact fuzzy sets. It turns out that the Tychonoff theorem holds
for starplus-compact fuzzy topological spaces and that starplus-compact-
ness is a good extension of the notion of compactness in the sense of
 Lowen 11 . Function spaces are considered in Sections 4 and 5, wherein
starplus-compact open fuzzy topology is defined and its basic properties
are elaborated. Interrelations among the starplus-compact open fuzzy
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topology, the fuzzy topology of pointwise convergence, and the fuzzy
topology of joint fuzzy continuity are investigated. Moreover, it is shown
that in case of laminated fts a fuzzy topology on a function space which is
jointly fuzzy continuous on starplus-compacta is in general finer than the
starplus-compact open fuzzy topology; sufficient conditions are obtained
under which the two coincide. Furthermore, the interplay between the
starplus-compact open fuzzy topology on a function space  and certain
other associated compact open topologies is elaborated upon. Finally, in
  Ž .the spirit of 7 we discuss the existence of conditions under which 1 the
fuzzy topology of pointwise convergence coincides with the starplus-com-
Ž .pact open fuzzy topology, and 2 the starplus-compact open fuzzy topology
coincides with the fuzzy topology which is jointly fuzzy continuous on
starplus-compacta.
2. PRELIMINARIES
 Throughout the paper the closed unit interval 0, 1 will be denoted by I.
Ž   .The symbols I and I will stand for the intervals 0, 1 and 0, 1 ,0 1
respectively. The symbol I X will denote the set of all fuzzy sets in X. The
elements of I X will be denoted by letters  , ,  , etc. If c I, then the
constant function with value c is denoted by c. For U X, the characteris-
tic function of U will be denoted by  . As usual R will denote the set ofU
all real numbers endowed with the usual topology. For a fuzzy set  in X,
  Ž . 4  Ž . 4the sets   x X :  x   and   x X :  x   are called
the strong -level set and weak -level set of , respectively. The set
 Ž . 4x X :  x  0 is called the support of , denoted by supp .
 We follow the notion of fuzzy topology due to Chang 3 . We shall
denote a fuzzy topology on a nonempty set by the symbols  ,  , etc. The
Ž .pair X,  , where X is a nonempty set and  is a fuzzy topology on X, is
called a fuzzy topological space or fts. If a fuzzy topology  contains all
Ž .  constant functions c c I , then  is called a laminated fuzzy topology 16 .
Ž .A fuzzy point x in a fts X,  is a fuzzy set in X defined by
0, if y x
x y Ž . ½  , if y x .
Ž .For each j J, let f : X Y ,  be a map from the set X into a ftsj j j
Ž .Y ,  . Then the smallest fuzzy topology on X for which all the maps f ,j j j
 j J, are fuzzy continuous is called the initial fuzzy topology 10 on X
 4generated by the collection of maps f : j J . The category of fuzzyj
 topological spaces and fuzzy continuous functions is denoted by FTS. In 9
Lowen defined the functors 	 : TOP FTS, i : FTS TOP,  I , and 1
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Ž .i : FTS TOP as follows: for a topology T on X, let 	 T denote the
collection of all lower semicontinuous functions from X into I, which is a
Ž .laminated fuzzy topology on X. For each  I , the collection i  1 
 	1Ž  4  , 1 :   , is a topology on X ; we shall call it the strong -level
Ž .topology. Finally, for a fuzzy topology  on X, i  is the topology
 Ž . 4generated by taking the collection  i  :  I as a subbase. For each 1
 Ž . I , the weak -level topology of  , denoted i  , is the topology for0 
 	1  4which the collection   , 1 :   constitutes a base.
2.1. DEFINITION. A function f : X Y where X and Y are fts is said
to be fuzzy continuous if for every open fuzzy set  in Y its inverse image
	1Ž .f  is an open fuzzy set in X.
  Ž . Ž .2.2. PROPOSITION 16 . If a function f : X,   Y,  is fuzzy continu-
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..ous, then f : X, i   Y, i  is continuous for each  I .  1
Ž .2.3. DEFINITION. A fts X,  is said to be Hausdorff if for every pair of
fuzzy points x , y in X with distinct supports there exist open fuzzy sets 
 and  in X such that x  , y   , and 
  0. 
Ž .2.4. PROPOSITION. Let X,  be a Hausdorff fts. Then the topological
Ž Ž ..space X, i  is Hausdorff for each  I . 1
 2.5. DEFINITION 9 . A fuzzy topology  on X is said to be topologically
Ž . Ž .generated if  	 i  . We shall often write  instead of 	 i  for a
fuzzy topology  on X.
  Ž .2.6. DEFINITION 9 . A fts X,  is said to be strong fuzzy compact if
Ž Ž ..and only if X, i  is compact for each  I . 1
  Ž .  Ž . 42.7. DEFINITION 14 . Let X,  be a fts and let S S n : nD be
a fuzzy net in X. Then for each nD, we have the value of the fuzzy
Ž . Ž Ž ..  4point S n , denoted by V S n   . Further,  : nD is a crisp netn n
Ž   4 Ž in 0, 1 . If the net  converges to a real number  0, 1 , then the netn
S is called an -net.
  Ž .2.8. DEFINITION 5 . Let X,  be a fts and let x be a fuzzy point in
X. A closed fuzzy set P in X is said to be a remote neighbourhood of x if
x  P. The collection of all remote neighbourhoods of x is denoted by 
Ž .
 x .
 2.9. DEFINITION 5 . A fuzzy point x is said to be a cluster point of a
 Ž . 4 Ž .fuzzy net S S n : nD if for each mD and each P 
 x there
Ž .exists an nD such that nm and S n  P.
  Ž . X2.10. DEFINITION 14 . Let X,  be a fts and let  I . Then  is
Ž called N-compact if each 	 net,  0, 1 , contained in  has a cluster
Ž .point with value  in . The fts X,  is said to be N-compact if the fuzzy
set  1 is N-compact.X
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  Ž . X2.11. DEFINITION 8 . Let X,  be a fts. A fuzzy set  I is called a
Ž .pseudo closed respectiely, weak pseudo closed fuzzy set with respect to
Ž .  Žthe fts X,  if the strong -level set  respectively, weak -level set
. Ž . Ž  Ž . is closed in i  for each  I respectively, closed in i  for each  1 
. Ž . I . The complement of a pseudo closed weak pseudo closed fuzzy0
Ž .set will be referred to as a pseudo open weak pseudo open fuzzy set.
2.12. Remark. All constant fuzzy sets are pseudo closed as well as
weak pseudo closed. It is easily verified that the collection of all pseudo
Ž .open respectively, weak pseudo open fuzzy sets in  is a base for a fuzzy
Ž  .topology * respectively,  on X.w
  Ž . X2.13. DEFINITION 8 . Let X,  be a fts and let  I . Then the
pspseudo closure of , denoted as  , is the smallest closed fuzzy set in *
pscontaining . Thus  is the fuzzy set whose strong -level set is the
 Ž Ž ..closure of  in X, i  for each  I . 1
 2.14. DEFINITION 8 . The weak pseudo closure of a fuzzy set  in a fts
Ž . X,  is the smallest closed fuzzy set in  containing . It is denoted byw
wps .
  Ž .2.15. DEFINITION 8 . A fuzzy set  in a fts X,  is said to be
Ž  Ž .. Ž .starcompact if  is compact in X, i  for each  I . The fts X,   0
Ž  Ž ..is said to be starcompact if X, i  is compact for each  I . 0
3. STARPLUS-COMPACT FUZZY SETS IN FUZZY
TOPOLOGICAL SPACES
Ž .3.1. DEFINITION. A fuzzy set  in a fts X,  is said to be starplus-
 Ž Ž .. Ž .compact if  is compact in X, i  for each  I . The fts X,  is 1
Ž Ž ..said to be starplus-compact if X, i  is compact for each  I . 1
It is immediate from Definition 3.1 that for a fts X the notion of
starplus-compactness coincides with the notion of strong fuzzy compact-
 ness due to Lowen 11 . However, Lowen’s definition is somewhat restric-
tive in the sense that strong fuzzy compactness was originally defined for
laminated fts only.
3.2. PROPOSITION. In a starplus-compact fts each pseudo closed fuzzy set
is starplus-compact.
Proof. Let  be a pseudo closed fuzzy set in the starplus-compact fts
Ž . X,  . Then, for each  I , the level set  is closed in the compact1
Ž Ž ..topological space X, i  and so it is compact. Hence  is starplus-
compact.
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Ž . X3.3. COROLLARY. If  is starplus-compact in a fts X,  and  I is
Ž .pseudo closed in X,  , then 
  is starplus-compact.
Ž .  Proof. It is immediate since 
      and since a closed
subset of a compact set is compact.
3.4. PROPOSITION. Eery starplus-compact fuzzy set in a Hausdorff fts is
pseudo closed.
Ž .Proof. Let  be a starplus-compact fuzzy set in a Hausdorff fts X,  .
Since  is starplus-compact,  is compact in the Hausdorff topology
Ž .  Ž Ž ..i  of X, and so  is closed in X, i  for each  I . Thus  is  1
pseudo closed in X.
3.5. PROPOSITION. If  has finite support, then  is starplus-compact.
3.6. PROPOSITION. Eery fuzzy set  in a fts X with a finite fuzzy topology
is starplus-compact.
Proof. Since the -level topology contains only finitely many open sets,
the set  is compact for each  I .1
The following example shows that the above proposition is not true in
case of N-compactness.
 3.7. EXAMPLE. Let X 0, 1 be equipped with the fuzzy topology
 4 0, 1 ,  . Then the fuzzy set   is -closed. Let  be theX 14 0, 1.
Ž .fuzzy set in X defined by  x  x for each x X. Since 
  has no
 maximum,  is not N-compact 2 . However,  is starplus-compact, since 
contains only finitely many members.
3.8. PROPOSITION. In a fts, finite suprema of starplus-compact fuzzy sets
is starplus-compact.
Proof. Obvious.
3.9. PROPOSITION. The fuzzy continuous image of a starplus-compact
fuzzy set is starplus-compact.
Ž .Proof. Let f : X Y be a fuzzy continuous map from a fts X,  into
Ž .a fts Y,  , and let  be a starplus-compact fuzzy set in X. Since
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. f : X, i   Y, i  is continuous and since  is compact in 
Ž Ž .. Ž  . Ž .X, i  , f  is compact in i  for each  I . Again, since  1
Ž Ž .. Ž  . Ž .f   f  , f  is starplus-compact.
  Ž .43.10. THEOREM 10 . Let X ,  be a family of fuzzy topologicalj j j J
Ž .spaces. Then the product fts Ł X , Ł  is strong fuzzy compact ifj J j j J j
Ž .and only if each fts X ,  , j J, is strong fuzzy compact.j j
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3.11. Remark. In view of Theorem 3.10 it is immediate that the Ty-
chonoff product theorem holds for starplus-compact fuzzy topological
spaces.
Ž . Ž .3.12. THEOREM. Let  be a fuzzy set in the fts X ,  j 1, 2, . . . , n .j j j
Then Ł n  is starplus-compact in Ł n X if and only if each  isj1 j j1 j j
starplus-compact.
Proof. Necessity is immediate in view of Theorem 3.9. For sufficiency
Ž n . n we need only note that Ł  Ł  for each  I .j1 j j1 j 1
  Ž .3.13. PROPOSITION 10 . Let X, T be a topological space and let
Ž Ž ..X, 	 T be the corresponding topologically generated fts. Then for each
Ž Ž .. I , i 	 T  T.1 
The following example demonstrates the fact that the above proposition
Ž Ž ..  Ž Ž ..is not true with the topology i 	 T replaced by the topology i 	 T . 
3.14. EXAMPLE. Let T denote the usual Euclidean topology on X
  Ž .  0, 1 and consider the fuzzy topology  	 T on X. For each  0, 1 ,
define the fuzzy sets 
 and  on X as 

 x  1	  x Ž . Ž .
and
1
x	  , if x , 1Ž . Ž x  1	 Ž .   0, if x 0,  .
Now,
X , if  
	1 	 
  , 1 Ž , 1 , if  ž 1	 
and
	1  , 1   1	  , 1 .Ž Ž .Ž
	1Ž  	1Ž  Ž .Thus 
  , 1 and   , 1 are open in T. Hence 
 and  	 T for   
   all  0, 1 . Similarly, we can show that 1	 
 and 1	  , for  0, 1 , 
Ž .are open fuzzy sets in 	 T . Therefore, the weak -level sets,
X , if  
	 
 Ž .  , 1 , if   1	 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and
   1	  , 1Ž . Ž . 
 Ž .    4  Ž .are subbasic open sets in i  . That is, c, 1 : c 0, 1  i  . In a 
Ž .similar way by taking the complement of 
 and  we can show that 
   4  Ž .  Ž Ž ..  Ž .0, c : c 0, 1  i  . Hence i 	 T  i  is the discrete topol-  
ogy on X.
3.15. THEOREM. Starplus-compactness is a good extension of the notion
of compactness.
Proof. This is immediate from Proposition 3.13.
 3.16. Remark. Example 3.14 shows that the starcompactness 8 is not
a good extension.
Ž .3.17. THEOREM. Let X, T be a topological space. If  is a starplus-
Ž .compact fuzzy set in the fts 	 T , then supp is compact in T.
Ž .  Ž Ž ..Proof. Since  is starplus-compact in 	 T ,  is compact in i 	 T
for each  I . By Proposition 3.13,  is compact in T for each  I .1 1
In particular, supp  0 is compact in T.
The converse of the above theorem is not true as is exhibited by the
following example.
 3.18. EXAMPLE. Let X 0, 1 be endowed with the usual topology.
1 xX Ž .Let  I be defined by  x  . Then supp  X is compact in T.2
1 12 Ž  Ž Ž ..But its -level set   0, 1 is not compact in i 	 T  T. Thus 122
is not a starplus-compact fuzzy set in X.
 The notions of starcompactness 8 and starplus-compactness in fuzzy
topological spaces are not comparable as is shown by the following
examples.
 3.19. EXAMPLE. Let T be the usual topology on X 0, 1 and let  be
 Ž .the characteristic fuzzy topology on X. Then i   T for all  I and 0
Ž .i   T for all  I . Consider the fuzzy set  on X defined by 1
Ž .   x  x for all x X. Then    , 1 which is compact in T for each
 Ž  I . Hence  is starcompact in  . On the other hand    , 1 ,0
Ž .which is not compact in i  . Thus  is starcompact but not starplus-
compact.
3.20. EXAMPLE. For an example of starplus-compact fts which is not
Ž . Ž .starcompact, let X, T and X,  have the same meaning as in Example
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..3.14. The space X, T is compact and since i   i 	 T  T , the fts 
Ž . Ž .X,  is starplus-compact. However, the fts Y,  is not starcompact,
 Ž .since i  is the discrete topology on X as is shown in Example 3.14.
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4. FUZZY TOPOLOGIES ON FUNCTION SPACES
Let X be a set and let Y be a fts. Let Y X denote the collection of all
functions from X to Y. Let  be any nonempty subcollection of Y X.
 4.1. DEFINITION 7 . For each x X, define a map e :  Y byx
Ž . Ž .e f  f x . The map e is called the evaluation map at the point x. Thex x
 4initial fuzzy topology  generated by the collection of maps e : x X isp x
Ž .called the pointwise fuzzy topology on . The pair  ,  is referred to asp
the pointwise fuzzy function space.
The above description of the pointwise fuzzy topology coincides with the
 one given by Peng 14 . The equivalence of the two definitions was
 observed by Alderton 1 , who investigated the existence of splitting and
conjoining objects in the category of fuzzy topological spaces and certain
 of its subcategories. It is observed in 7 that the pointwise fuzzy topology
on  is the subspace fuzzy topology it inherits as a subspace of the
product fts Y X.
  Ž .4.2. PROPOSITION 7 . If Y is a Hausdorff regular fts, then the fts
Ž . Ž . ,  is Hausdorff regular .p
5. STARPLUS-COMPACT OPEN FUZZY TOPOLOGY
In this section we define and study the starplus-compact open fuzzy
topology, which is an extension of the notion of the compact open topology
to the fuzzy setting and is a modification of the N-compact open fuzzy
 topology considered in 7 . The fuzzy topological properties of X as well as
Y play an active role in the formulation of the starplus-compact open fuzzy
topology in analogy with its counterpart in general topological spaces.
Ž . Ž .5.1. DEFINITION. Let X,  and Y,  be fts and let  be a nonempty
subset of Y X. For each starplus-compact fuzzy set  in X and each open
	1Ž .fuzzy set  in Y, define a fuzzy set  on  by   e  .  x supp  x
The collection of all  , where  is a starplus-compact fuzzy set in X and
 is an open fuzzy set in Y, forms a subbase for a fuzzy topology  onC
. We shall call  the starplus-compact open fuzzy topology on . TheC
Ž  .pair  ,  will be referred to as a starplus-compact open fuzzy functionC
space.
5.2. PROPOSITION. The starplus-compact open fuzzy topology on  is
stronger than the pointwise fuzzy topology  on .p
Proof. This is immediate since every fuzzy set with finite support is
starplus-compact.
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5.3. PROPOSITION. If the range fts Y is Hausdorff, then the starplus-
compact open fuzzy topology  on  is Hausdorff.C
Proof. This is immediate in view of Propositions 4.2 and 5.2.
Ž . As usual, throughout this section, W K , U will denote the set f
Ž . 4 : f K U , where K X and U Y.
5.4. PROPOSITION. If  is a subbasic open fuzzy set in  , then C
 Ž  . W supp  ,  .
Proof. Let  be a subbasic open fuzzy set in  . Then   C 
	1Ž . e  . Now,x supp  x

 	1  e Ž . xž /
xsupp 
 f :  f x  Ž .Ž .½ 5
xsupp 
 f : f supp    4Ž .
W supp  ,  .Ž .
Ž  .5.5. PROPOSITION. For each  I , the -leel topology i  on 1  C
is coarser than the ordinary compact open topology T  on  , where X isC
Ž . Ž .endowed with the topology i  and Y is equipped with the topology i  .0 
Proof. Let 
 n  i be a basic open fuzzy set in  . Then itsi1  Ci
-level set 
 is given by
n
 i




i  Ž . i
i1
n
i  W supp  ,  , by Proposition 5.4.Ž . i
i1
Now the starplus-compactness of  i implies that its support is compact in
Ž .  Ž .the corresponding 0-level topology i  . Again since   i  , it fol-0 i 
lows that 
 is a basic open set in the compact open topology T  on .C
Thus the compact open topology T  on  is finer than the -levelC
Ž  .topology i  on  for each  I . C 1
Ž  . 5.6. Remark. In general the two topologies i  and T are not C C
equal as is shown by the following example.
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5.7. EXAMPLE. Let X be an infinite set and let  be the fuzzy topology
on X generated by the collection
1    : U X and X	U is finite . 4Ž .U Ž X	U .2
Then
1the discrete topology on X , if  2
i   .Ž . 1½ the indiscrete topology on X , if  2
Consider the fuzzy set   in X, where K is an infinite subset of X.K
Ž .  Ž .Now, supp  K is compact in i  but  is not compact in i  for0 
1 . Hence  is not starplus-compact in the fuzzy topology  and so the2
fuzzy set    , where  is an open fuzzy set in Y. However, C
 W supp  ,  W K ,   T  .Ž . Ž . C
Ž  . This shows that i   T . C C
Ž . Ž .5.8. COROLLARY. Let X, T and Y, U be topological spaces and let
Ž . Ž .X, T and Y, U denote the corresponding characteristic fts, respectiely.f f
Ž  .Then for each  I , i   T , where T denotes the compact-open1  C C C
topology on .
Ž . Ž . Proof. Since i T  T and i U U for each  I , T  T , f  f 1 C C
where T  is the ordinary compact open topology on  with X endowedC
Ž . Ž .with the topology i  and Y equipped with the topology i U . Hence by0  f
Ž  . Ž .Proposition 5.5, i   T . Conversely, let W K , V  T , where K is C C C
compact in X and V is open in Y. Then the fuzzy set   isK
starplus-compact in X,   is an open fuzzy set in Y, and  V 
Ž . Ž . Ž  . Ž  .W K , V for each  I . So W K , V  i  and hence T  i 1  C C  C
for each  I .1
Ž . Ž .5.9. THEOREM. Let X, T and Y, T be topological spaces and let TX Y C
denote the compact open topology on . Then the starplus-compact open
fuzzy topology on  coincides with the topologically generated fuzzy topology
Ž .	 T on  , where the fts X and Y are endowed with the fuzzy topologiesC
Ž . Ž .	 T and 	 T , respectiely.X Y
Proof. Let  be the starplus-compact open fuzzy topology on  ,C
Ž . Ž .where X and Y are equipped with the fuzzy topologies 	 T and 	 T ,X Y
 Ž .respectively. Let    , where  is starplus-compact in 	 T and C X
Ž .  	1Ž  Ž  . 	 T . By Proposition 5.4,     , 1 W supp  ,  . Now, byY  
 Ž  .Theorem 3.17, supp  is compact in T . Since   T , W supp  ,  isX Y
a subbasic open set in T and so  is lower semicontinuous. HenceC 
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Ž .  Ž . Ž .  	 T . Thus we have   	 T . Conversely, let  	 T . Then C C C C
	1Ž    , 1  T for each  I . We shall show that  is a  neighbour-C 1 C
	1Ž hood of each of its fuzzy points. Let f   . Then f   , 1 for  .
	1Ž Since   , 1  T , there exist compact sets K , K , . . . , K in X andC 1 2 n
n Ž . 	1Ž open sets U , U , . . . , U in Y such that f W K , U    , 1 .1 2 n i1 i i
i Ž .Now, the fuzzy set    is starplus-compact in 	 T with support K .K X ii
Ž .Since for each i 1, 2, . . . , n, U  T and f K U , then the fuzzy seti Y i i
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..      	 T such that  f x   for each x K andi U Y i ii
 n Ž i  . 	1Ž  U for  . Hence f W supp  ,     , 1 . Now, byi i i1 i
Proposition 5.5, f  n  i   . Thus  is a  -neighbourhood of i1  Ci
each of its points.
5.10. DEFINITION. A fuzzy topology  on  is said to be jointly fuzzy
Ž . Ž .continuous if the map  :  X Y defined by  f , x  f x is fuzzy
continuous, where  X is endowed with the product fuzzy topology.
5.11. THEOREM. If  is a fuzzy topology on  which is jointly fuzzy
Ž .continuous, then for each  I , the -leel topology i  is jointly continu-1 
ous.
X Ž . Ž .Proof. Let  Y , where X,  and Y,  are fts and let  be aX
fuzzy topology on  which is jointly fuzzy continuous. Since the map  is
Ž Ž . Ž ..fuzzy continuous, by Proposition 2.2,  :  X, i   i    X
Ž Ž .. Ž .Y, i  is continuous for each  I . Thus the topology i  is jointly 1 
continuous for each  I .1
Ž .5.12. DEFINITION. Let  be a fuzzy set in a fts X,  . The subspace
 Ž . 4fuzzy topology on  is defined as   supp  :   and is denoted by  .
Ž .The pair supp ,  is called the subspace fts of .
5.13. DEFINITION. A fuzzy topology  on  is said to be jointly fuzzy
continuous on starplus-compacta if for each starplus-compact fuzzy set  in
Ž .X, the restriction of the map ,    supp  :  supp  Y is
fuzzy continuous.
Ž .5.14. DEFINITION. A function f on a fts X,  is said to be fuzzy
Ž .continuous on a fuzzy set  if f  supp  is fuzzy continuous, where supp 
is endowed with the subspace fuzzy topology  .
5.15. THEOREM. Let X be a laminated fts. Then for each laminated fuzzy
topology,  on  which is jointly fuzzy continuous on starplus-compacta is
finer than the starplus-compact open fuzzy topology on . Moreoer, if X is a
Hausdorff fts and each member of  is fuzzy continuous on eery starplus-
compact fuzzy subset of X, then the starplus-compact open fuzzy topology C
on  is jointly fuzzy continuous on starplus-compacta.
Proof. Let  be a laminated fuzzy topology on  which is jointly fuzzy
continuous on starplus-compacta. Let  be a subbasic open fuzzy set in
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the starplus-compact open fuzzy topology on . Since  is jointly fuzzy
Ž .continuous on starplus-compacta,    supp  :  supp  Y is
	1Ž . Ž .fuzzy continuous, and hence, the fuzzy set 
     supp  is
an open fuzzy set in  supp  . Let f be a fuzzy point in  . Then 
Ž Ž .. inf  f x and so it follows that f    
. Since eachx supp   supp 
coordinate space of the product fts  X is laminated, each of the
Ž .  projection maps  i 1, 2 onto the coordinate space is open 16 . Nowi
Ž 	1Ž ..the fuzzy set     is a -open neighbourhood of f and1 
	1Ž . Ž Ž ..     . Thus to each fuzzy point g in  ,  g x   forsupp  
all x supp  and so g   . Hence it follows that  is finer than the 
starplus-compact open fuzzy topology.
To prove the last part of the theorem, suppose that X is a laminated
Hausdorff fts. Let  be a starplus-compact fuzzy set in X and let x   .
Ž Ž ..Suppose f and let f x  , where  is an open fuzzy set in Y.
Ž .Now, since  is starplus-compact in the subspace fts supp  ,  , whereX
 denotes the fuzzy topology on X and  denotes the subspace fuzzyX X
 Ž Ž ..topology on supp  ,  is compact in supp  , i  for each  I . X 1
Ž . Ž .Again, since f : sup  ,   Y,  is fuzzy continuous, it follows thatX
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..f : supp  , i   Y, i  is continuous for each  I . Also the X  1
Ž Ž .. Ž .topological space supp  , i  is Hausdorff, since X,  is a Haus- X X
dorff fts. Hence there exists a compact neighbourhood M of x in the
Ž Ž .. Ž .  topological space supp  , i  ,  , and f M   , as  is open X 
Ž . Ž .in i  . Now, the fuzzy set *  
  is starplus-compact in the X M 
Ž . Ž . Ž subspace fts supp  ,  such that f *  . This implies that  X 
. Ž . Ž .   supp  is a neighbourhood of the fuzzy point f , x insupp  
Ž  . Ž . 	1Ž . supp  and      supp     . supp 
Ž .Hence    supp  :  supp  Y is fuzzy continuous. Conse-
quently,  is jointly fuzzy continuous on starplus-compacta.
5.16. Remark. The hypothesis of laminatedness in Theorem 5.15 can-
 4not be deleted. For example, let X Y a, b, c , where each of the fts X
and Y are endowed with the discrete fuzzy topology. Suppose  Y X is
equipped with the characteristic fuzzy topology  corresponding to the
ordinary discrete topology. Then  is jointly fuzzy continuous on starplus-
compacta and the product fuzzy topology on  coincides with the
starplus-compact open fuzzy topology  . However,    .C C
 In 7 we raised the problem of existence of suitable conditions under
which the inequalities    and    reduce to equality    p C C JC p C
 , where  ,  ,  denote the pointwise fuzzy topology, N-compactJC p C JC
open fuzzy topology, and the fuzzy topology of joint fuzzy continuity,
respectively, on . We now repeat the same question with N-compact
open fuzzy topology replaced by starplus-compact open fuzzy topology
 . It turns out that in case of  , the -level topologies satisfy theC C
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equality under certain mild restrictions as spelled out in the following
theorem.
5.17. THEOREM. Let  be a fuzzy topology on  which is jointly fuzzy
Ž .continuous on starplus-compacta. If  ,  is starplus-compact and the range
Ž . Ž  . Ž .space Y is a Hausdorff fts, then i   i   i  for each  I .  C  p 1
 Ž . Ž  . Ž .Proof. We have      which implies i   i   i  .p C  p  C 
Ž . Ž Ž ..Since  ,  is starplus-compact,  , i  is compact for each  I . 1
Ž Ž ..Now, since  is Hausdorff, the topological space  , i  is Hausdorff.p 
Ž . Ž .Again, since i  is compact and finer than the Hausdorff topology i   p
Ž . Ž . Ž  . Ž .on  , i   i  . Further, since i  is sandwiched between i   p  C 
Ž . Ž . Ž  . Ž .and i  , all three topologies coincide, i.e., i   i   i  . p   C  p
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